BUILDING A STRONG FUTURE

for the Jewish community in Rochester, Israel and worldwide

annual REPORT
2016-2017
OUR LOCAL PARTNERS
- Hillel on college campuses:
  - SUNY Geneseo
  - Rochester Institute of Technology
  - University of Rochester
- Passport Senior Services

KEY SERVICES
The Federation provides direct services in these key areas:
- Center for Holocaust Awareness and Information (CHAI)
- PJ Library
- Teen enrichment
- Young adults (ages 25-45)
- Social action
- Interfaith dialogue
- Israel advocacy
- Women’s leadership

OVERSEAS
Allocations to our overseas service partners mean that wherever Jews are in need, we are there:
- Saving the world’s poorest Jews
- Revitalizing Jewish life
- Empowering Israel
- Rescuing victims of global emergencies

There was fierce but friendly competition at the PJ Our Way “Donut Wars: Chanukah Edition” event. This new PJ Library initiative engages tweens in reading and more.
It has been a busy year at our Jewish Federation and we would like to share some of our highlights with you.

Our Federation promises to build a strong Jewish future through philanthropy, education, engagement and advocacy. This promise is realized every day through our work in partnership with you, our donors.

Our goal at Federation, as a community agency, is to provide the programs and services that no one individual agency can implement independently for everyone.

One of the ways we are meeting this promise is through a new initiative for 20 and 30 year olds, many of whom are new to Rochester, to engage them in Jewish life on their terms. It is so important to connect with this generation NOW.

Our Community Relations department is taking the lead on interfaith dialogue. We are deepening our relationships with faith communities to stand together against hatred and build strong coalitions. It was comforting when our interfaith partners stood by our side when our Jewish community faced threats and vandalism.

Our Center for Holocaust Awareness and Information (CHAI) continues to bring survivors to local area schools to educate our students about the Holocaust as a quintessential example of the outcome of hatred. CHAI recently launched a website documenting stories of Rochester Holocaust survivors on video and audiotape. This website, www.RochesterHolocaustSurvivors.org, keeps our survivors’ stories alive in perpetuity.

Our Women’s Philanthropy continues to ignite and excite women of all ages. A new program added this year was “13 Extraordinary Women.” We had an opportunity to celebrate 13 extraordinary women from our community as they shared their secrets for success. This new and unique program was truly a celebration!

Throughout the year, PJ Library brought many young families together to celebrate Jewish life.

Federation is committed to working in partnership with agencies and synagogues to ensure a vibrant future. Our “Celebration of Community” was a first as we gathered for a collaborative Annual Meeting with Hillel Community Day School, Jewish Family Service, and the Louis S. Wolk Jewish Community Center. This business meeting was well received.

We cannot leave out our annual campaign, which is the fuel that funds all our work. Your support, generosity and passion make all this possible. We thank you so much!

Leslie Crane and Meredith Dragon

Leslie Crane, President 2015-2017

Meredith Dragon, CEO
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AREAS OF IMPACT: Highlights from 2016-2017
Strengthening our Jewish future in Rochester, Israel and around the world through philanthropy, engagement, education and advocacy

RESPONDING TO HATE AND ASSAULTS ON CIVIL RIGHTS

The Federation and our Community Relations Department took the lead in advocacy, responding to threats in our community and beyond.

- When the Waad Hakolel cemetery in northwest Rochester was vandalized, we organized a press conference with Ambassador Dani Dayan, Consul General for Israel in New York (photo right), and began a fundraising campaign that raised $17,589 for repairs.
- When flyers espousing white supremacy were repeatedly disseminated in our area, the Federation brought together an inclusive group of faith communities to condemn the acts. We stood up for all those oppressed by hate, placing full-page ads in the Democrat and Chronicle and City Newspaper.
- Repeated bomb threats to the Louis S. Wolk JCC of Greater Rochester prompted a media campaign with the Federation in a leading role, including television appearances, a multi-faith press conference and a comprehensive effort to keep the community informed.
- We spoke out when the rights of immigrants from Muslim countries were threatened, placing an essay on the opinion pages of the Democrat and Chronicle.

20s & 30s

A GROUNDSWELL OF ACTIVITY AND ENGAGEMENT

The Federation added staff dedicated to engaging young adults in 2016, focusing on growing involvement in this critical demographic.

- Social Media
- Engaging young adults and older ones, we advanced our social media strategy - almost doubling our Facebook followers to 1500 in 2017 and adding new followers every day. We expanded the use of Twitter and Instagram to grow those online communities.
- Over 100 individuals in their 20s and 30s were involved in young adult Shabbat dinners, community service projects and social events throughout the year.

“Faced with the largest refugee crisis in all of human history, the U.S. must continue to be a safe haven for people fleeing religious persecution, genocide and terror.” – From an essay by Federation President Leslie Crane and CEO Meredith Dragon, published in the Democrat and Chronicle, February 18, 2017.

“I wasn’t planning on settling in Rochester – I didn’t think there was much going on for people my age – but then I started attending the Federation’s young adult Shabbats and other programs and everything changed. I’m staying.” – Heard by a young adult this past year.
In Rochester, over 600 children ages 6-8 receive the gift of a free Jewish-content book or CD each month through PJ Library, with local funding from the Max and Marian Farash Charitable Foundation. In addition, the Rochester Federation sponsors PJ Library events in synagogues and in Jewish and secular settings throughout Monroe County to engage new families.

In a recent national study of PJ Library participants:
- 96% said PJ Library supported their family in having conversations about Jewish traditions, values and/or customs.
- 91% said PJ Library was a valuable parenting tool.
- 94% of mixed faith families said PJ Library increased their confidence to engage with their children regarding Jewish traditions, values and/or customs.

Highlights in the past year include:
- The addition of a PJ Library Ambassador and song leader, bringing the program to life throughout the community.
- The second cohort of “PJ Library Connect,” a home-based program exploring Jewish life through Shabbat dinners, holiday celebrations and more, with Federation support.

Over 200 teens from our Partnership2Gether relationship with Modi’in, Israel have experienced the life changing Journey for Identity to date. In each cohort – JFI 7 took place in summer, 2017 - 30 or so teens from both communities embark on a three-week, three-continent tour of Jewish roots and routes. Together they explore what it means to be Jewish in the US, experience Jewish history, including Holocaust sites, in Poland and share the wonder of modern Israel. They see these worlds with their own eyes and through the eyes of their “matches” from across the ocean.

In a recent study of JFI impacts:
- 100% of JFI participants graded the JFI experience and its impact on their lives as great or good.
- 89% say the experience strengthened their Jewish identity.
- 89% say that JFI made them better able to defend Israel.

Another powerful experience for teens involving Israel was a pilot project produced with support from the William and Sheila Konar Foundation entitled “Engaging Conversations About Israel: Explore. Connect. Reflect.” We brought Resetting the Table, a premier Israel education organization, to Rochester to conduct this four-part seminar which challenged participants to think about Israel in new ways.

“Before JFI I really did not understand what being Jewish meant. After JFI, I understood that it is not just a belief, but a strong community of people who have great morals and hope for the future.” – JFI participant

“We have a two year old and are a mixed faith couple... We were inspired to light Shabbat candles on Friday. Our daughter points to the candles and says ‘Shabbat!’ She also likes baking challah with her dad, who has a renewed passion for finding the perfect recipe.” – PJ Library Connect participant

“Before JFI I really did not understand what being Jewish meant. After JFI, I understood that it is not just a belief, but a strong community of people who have great morals and hope for the future.” – JFI participant

“Engaging Conversations About Israel” participant

““This program will help me learn more and be able to use active listening to help avoid conflict and to educate others and myself.” – “Engaging Conversations About Israel” participant
THE FEDERATION’S CENTER FOR HOLOCAUST AWARENESS AND INFORMATION (CHAI)

CHAI broke historic ground this year with www.RochesterHolocaustSurvivors.org, an online archive of Rochester-based survivors of the Holocaust. The site includes videos of local survivors’ stories, audio and written testimony and a host of photographs documenting survivors’ lives before and after the Holocaust.

The project came out of years of work on the part of volunteers at CHAI and the Louis S. Wolk JCC of Greater Rochester, who helped bring this innovative project to fruition.

“Women’s Philanthropy is an incredible community of women of different ages and backgrounds connected by Jewish values and our commitment to the Jewish Federation. We enhance life in our community through service projects and educational programs, leadership opportunities and philanthropy.”
– Ruth Sklarsky, Women’s Philanthropy Chair

WOMEN’S PHILANTHROPY REPRESENTS A CORE COMPONENT OF OUR FEDERATION COMMUNITY

Our women continue to demonstrate exemplary leadership as donors to our Annual Campaign, giving a total of $1,103,270 in 2017, an outstanding achievement.

13 Extraordinary Women
A brand new Women’s Philanthropy program, “13 Extraordinary Women Share the Secrets of Their Success,” debuted this year. It was a celebration of the diverse accomplishments of women of all ages in Rochester’s Jewish community, including an artist, a judge, a playwright and several bubbes. Over 330 community members came out to wish this esteemed roster of women a mazal tov.

“I had been quiet about my experience during the Holocaust, avoiding painful memories about our murdered family members. Seeing the stories on the website made me decide that I should add my comments. It is important that we remember and make those who voice doubt about the horror see and hear that we will NOT be forgotten.”
– Werner Schenk, survivor
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE (JDC) HIGHLIGHTS

With the help of our philanthropic contributions, JDC works in 70 countries to alleviate hunger and hardship, rescue Jews in danger, create lasting connections to Jewish life and provide immediate relief for victims of disasters.

* Elderly Jews in the former Soviet Union are the poorest Jews in the world. A retired engineer or doctor in Ukraine has a pension of approximately $2 per day. JDC helps care for 110,000 elderly Jews, including 50,000 victims of the Nazis, supplying food, medicine and home care.

* The Rochester Federation supplies direct aid — a $40,000 grant — to Ethiopian Israeli Jews in Lod through a program called PACT (Parents and Children Together), aiding over 500 children ages 0-6. Our support helps with Well Baby Clinic support, literacy and math enrichment and more.

“I visited an elderly woman in Bobruisk who lives in what once was a stable. She has no indoor plumbing and relies on a small wood stove – with fuel for only a couple of hours a day – to combat the effects of a Belarus winter. The conditions are hard to imagine for those who have not seen them firsthand.” – David Schizer, CEO of JDC

Find out more about the vast scope of JDC at www.JDC.org.

PROMOTING A HEALTHY JEWISH FUTURE OVERSEAS

As part of a global collective of 148 Federation communities across North America, the Rochester Federation relies on overseas partners to fulfill our philanthropic mission of caring for Jews wherever they may live. As a comprehensive social service safety net, we ensure that no Jew stands alone.

THE JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL HIGHLIGHTS

The Jewish Agency for Israel’s historic mandate is to bring Jews to Israel — due to crisis or by choice — and to help immigrants acclimate to their new home. They help vulnerable Israelis by providing educational programming and responding to emergencies.

* 27,676 Jews were assisted in making aliyah to Israel in 2016, including 5,027 from France and 5,862 from Ukraine.

* The Jewish Agency gave 618 grants to families who lost everything due to devastating fires that ravaged Israel for eight days. Rochester community members donated $2,214 to that total.

* 4,381 children and 8,000 of their family members received guidance from mentors through the Youth Futures program in 2016-17.

Wherever Jews live, the Jewish Agency connects them to our shared homeland.

* Over 12,000 children and 1,200 teens are involved in informal education services across the former Soviet Union.

* Tens of thousands of Russian-speaking Jews around the world engage in camping and educational programming.


WORLD ORT HIGHLIGHTS

World ORT, another Federation service partner, is the largest Jewish education and vocational training NGO (non-governmental organization) in the world, focusing on science and engineering enrichment, Jewish identity building and reaching the most vulnerable students.

World ORT provides comprehensive educational services in Israel, the former Soviet Union, Latin America and Europe to an estimated 300,000 students each year.

Learn more at www.ORT.org.
**TOTAL FEDERATION INCOME**

- Federation Annual Campaign: $4,175,133
- Corporate Sponsorship: $125,000
- Cemetery Vandalism Campaign: $17,589
- Israel Fires Emergency Campaign: $2,214
- Contributions from Donors: $1,332,900
- Endowment Funds: 
  - Donations to Supporting Foundations: $406,014
  - Additional Federation Income for Distribution, Programming: $225,599
- Foundation Administrative Fees: $165,000
- Misc. Grants for Programs: $113,405
- Rental Income: $38,670
- Foundation Investment Gain: $3,371,035

**TOTAL INCOME** $9,954,970

**TOTAL FEDERATION EXPENSES**

- Administration, Management & Program Support: $729,561
- Fundraising Expenses: $386,238
  - Programming: $1,029,970
- **SUBTOTAL** $2,145,769

**ALLOCATIONS, GRANTS & DISTRIBUTIONS**

**SUBTOTAL** $3,883,333

**TOTAL EXPENSES** $6,029,102

---

**PROGRAMMING**

- Community Relations: Bringing together the Jewish community, as well as interfait partners, in the work of tikkun olam, repair of the world.
- Israel: Educating our community on the issues and engaging in celebrations.
- Partnership2Gether: Developing innovative programing with the people of Modi'in, Israel.
- Sherut/20s & 30s: Nurturing community involvement among young Jewish adults.
- The Foundation: Our planned giving program bringing philanthropic dreams to life.
- Women’s Business & Professional: Growing women leaders in the Jewish community.

---

**DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERATION BUDGET**

- **FUNDRAISING** 18%
- **PROGRAM SUPPORT** 48%
- **PROGRAMMING** 34%

**THE FOUNDATION**

- Programming (see details at right)

**THE FOUNDATION ENDOWMENT GRANTS & DISTRIBUTIONS SUMMARY**

- **LOCAL JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS** $540,817
- **LOCAL SECULAR ORGANIZATIONS** $532,415
- **NATIONAL JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS** $155,762
- **JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS, ISRAEL & OVERSEAS** $133,545
- **SECULAR ORGANIZATIONS OUTSIDE ROCHESTER** $98,559

---

**FOUNDATION ENDOWMENT GRANTS & DISTRIBUTIONS**

- National Agencies and Dues:
  - Jewish Agency for Israel: $1,490,522
  - Joint Distribution Committee, World ORT, Partnership2Gether: $164,948
  - Jewish Federation of North America Dues: $2,000
  - Birthright Israel: $16,247
  - Free 10-day Israel trips for young adults: $3,600
  - Jewish Council for Public Affairs (JCPA) Dues: The representative voice of the American Jewish community: $2,214

**SUBTOTAL** $1,679,531

- Federation Local and Beneficiary Agencies:
  - Hillel at SUNY Geneseo, U of R and RIT: $90,000
  - Hillel Community Day School: $184,200
  - Louis S. Wolk Jewish Community Center: $139,055
  - Jewish Family Service/Passport: $124,107
  - Jewish Senior Life: $70,000
  - Jemy High School Network: $55,000
  - Special Needs Support & Programming: $20,000
  - Youth Groups: $2,750
  - Professional Development: $4,000
  - Missions: $10,000
  - Reserves: $82,533
  - Britten Road Cemetery Association for Vandalism Clean-up: $17,589

**SUBTOTAL** $743,204

- Endowment Foundation Grants & Distributions From Advised Funds, Restricted Funds & Supporting Foundations:
  - Hillel Community Day School: $18,743
  - Louis S. Wolk Jewish Community Center: $39,936
  - Jewish Family Service: $31,380
  - Jewish Senior Life Foundation: $53,653
  - Scholarships for Teens: $32,210
  - Federation Community Program Support: $76,435
  - Local Synagogues: $183,253
  - Chabad, Ora, Yeshiva/Derech HaTorah, Britten at U of R, Britton Road Cemetery: $85,207
  - Jewish Organizations in USA (outside of Rochester area): $155,762
  - Jewish Organizations in USA (purposes: Israel & Overseas): $133,545
  - Secular Organizations in Rochester area: $532,415
  - Secular Organizations in USA (outside of Rochester area): $98,559

**SUBTOTAL** $1,461,098

**ALLOCATION - ALLOCATIONS, GRANTS & DISTRIBUTIONS**

- **TOTAL DETAIL - ALLOCATIONS, GRANTS & DISTRIBUTIONS** $3,883,333

---

**MARKETING**

- 24%

**COMMUNITY RELATIONS**

- 14%

**JEWISH EDUCATION & ENGAGEMENT**

- 14%

**WOMEN’S PHILANTHROPY**

- 10%

**CENTER FOR HOLOCAUST AWARENESS AND INFORMATION (CHAI)**

- 4%

**PARTNERSHIP 2GETHER**

- 5%

**SHERUT/20S-30S**

- 5%

---

**2017 Federation Income, Expenses, Grants & Distributions**

---
We are grateful to all who volunteered their time and treasure to strengthen our community. In the following pages we acknowledge all donors of $25 or more.

**THANK YOU** to over 3,000 generous donors who contributed to the annual Federation Campaign.

**CORPORATE SPONSORS**

**EASTWOOD MANAGEMENT CORPORATION**

**COPPER SPONSORS**

**SILVER SPONSORS**

**GOLD SPONSORS**

**PLATINUM SPONSORS**

**AMERICA’S SPONSORS**

**LIONS OF JUDAH: WOMEN $5,000 & ABOVE**
The Foundation helps individuals and families with philanthropic dreams to build a healthy, vibrant future in Rochester, Israel and throughout the country. Through The Foundation, with assets of over $45 million, donors continue the sacred work of repairing our world, providing millions of dollars to a vast array of charitable organizations. The Foundation helps individuals and families with philanthropic dreams to build a healthy, vibrant future. Donors on these pages are making a difference today and leaving a legacy for future generations. All of their names will be remembered as a blessing.

To find out how you can share your dreams and passions from generation to generation, please contact Amy Libenson at The Foundation, 585.461.0490.

**SUPPORTING FOUNDATIONS APPROXIMATE VALUE SEPTEMBER 1, 2017: $1,000,000**

A Supporting Foundation is an independent non-profit entity with its own identity and organizational structure. It qualifies as a public charity — and therefore, a tax-exempt entity — in support of the mission of the Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester.

Bink-Lewiner Supporting Foundation, Inc.
Simon & Blumenfeld Family Supporting Foundation, Inc.
Sara & Morton Brody Family Foundation, Inc.
Brody/Grossman Supporting Foundation, Inc.
Costin Family Foundation, Inc.
Elissa & Eli S. Bronstein Supporting Foundation, Inc.
Dudkin Family Foundation, Inc.
David J. Kaufman Post #41 Jewish War Veterans of the U.S.A. Memorial Foundation, Inc.
Kim & Don Kozi Family Foundation, Inc.
Sharon & Nari Noy Family Supporting Foundation
Michael S. Rosenthal Foundation

**DONOR ADVISED FUNDS APPROXIMATE VALUE SEPTEMBER 1, 2017: $10,400,000**

A Donor Advised Fund is established with The Foundation for the donor’s charitable giving. The donor retains the right to recommend charitable gifts from the fund over time to almost any non-profit institution.

Anonymous (4)
Arthur A. and Rose F. Aron Charitable Trust
Lester & Kathryn Appelbaum Memorial Sanford & Geraldine Appelbaum
Jean & Ronald Brandes
Jackie Hector Braem men
Zachary Bruner
Rachel & David Clark, Ronni Howard & Leslie Cramer
Los Rodick Family Foundation, Inc. Dr. David & Anna May Eisenberg
Elliot Family
Esther Family
Lawrence W. & Elisa E. Fine Community Fund
Thomas A. & Janet E. Fink
Getzoff Family Memorial
Goldberg Family
Nathalie & Ennui Goldberg Family
Richard & Shirley Goldberg Foundation
Audrey & Burt Glinton
Marvin & Barbara Gray
Howard J. Grossman
Haas Family
Hecker Family
Hecker Family Memorial
Warren & Joyce Heilbronner
Kimberly & Neil Holtzman Family Fund
Iris Fund
Robert Israel
Stuart L. & Judith W. Kaplan
Irving & Bessie Katz
Joan & Charles Kline
Burton & Marti Kline
Martin & Kimberly Koffler Family Lane Family
Dr. Lester Lamport
Donna Levinson Memorial
Steven & Frieda Levinson
Amy Libenson & Brett Shulman
Loveheart Fund
Maimonis
Miller Family
mitt & Arlene Mink
Levi Notley Family
Joan & Bernad Nussbaum
Nussbaum/Brandt Family
Oural Family
Pelta Family
Sherry Phillips & Richard Margolis
Joyce & Victor Polachek
Jack Pressberg
Fayza & Elliot Press
Prokopas Family
Donald A. Robbins
Jill & Brian Rosen Family
Ella & Stephen Rosenfeld
Jarold & J. Claire Rotenberg
Martin Rubenstein Family
Noreen B. Salerno
Lyn & Judy Schuman
Marvin A. & Joan E. Shulman
Fred & Norma Silverstein
Dr. Priscus Sobe Family
Dr Burton Spiller
Gavriel Springut
Gary & Marcia Stam Family
Louise M. & Justin Vigdor
Weinbach Fund
Irene & Alan Weinberg
Morris & Beverly Weinstein Family
Sherwin & Linda Weinstein
Weinstein Finegold Family
Wichman Family
Yudelson Family

**RESTRICTED FUNDS (Designated) APPROXIMATE VALUE SEPTEMBER 1, 2017: $10,500,000**

A Restricted Fund enables the donor to support an agency, organization or field of interest. The use of the fund is limited to its designated purposes.

Max A. Adler Memorial
American Society for Technion Cancer Research Project Barzilai Hospital
Barbara G. Appelbaum Holocaust Education
Charles August
Harry & Gabriella (Hartstein) Auspitz Fund for Jewish Education
Charlesette K. Baker LOJE
Jean & Bibring Scholarship
Dr. Murray & Frances Blanchard Scholarship
Joel Bloom
Britton Board Acquisition
Board of Deaconesses
Britton Board Acquisition - Popolo Continuity

Iris Family
Kimberly & Neal Holtzman Family
Dr. David & Anna May Eisenberg
Fred Silverstein Memorial
Claire & Benjamin Sacksy
Barbara Sobel – Hill School Scholarship
Dr. Andrew N. Sobel Memorial Endowment
Heirom & Helen Koeniger/Spizer Family - CHAI
Benjamin Stein Endowment
Stone Family Foundation
Florence Sloman LOJE
Ernest J. Tamary Scholarship
Temple Beth El Foundation
Alan S. Tisch Memorial
Shelia Weinbach Family
Weinbach Grants for Jewish Continuity
Seymour & Meyme Weinstein
Wichman Family Memorial
Solomon & Tamara Wichman
Israel Scholarship
Israel & Helen Wurtman Memorial - CHAI
Jack & Gertrude Wynner
Yudelson Family
BJ & Yudelson LOJE
Zachor - CHAI

+Created, all or in part, as a Permanent Annual Campaign Endowment (PACE)

**LIFE INCOME PLANS APPROXIMATE VALUE SEPTEMBER 1, 2017: $350,000**

The Foundation offers various life income plans which, depending on the structure, provide income or a charitable gift to The Foundation, and may also preserve assets for the donor and the donor’s family.

Peter & Rose Adelson
Irving Faierman
Mildred Faierman
Irving & Mildred Faierman Charitable Remainder Unitrust
JWA Charitable Remainder Trust
June Kamman
Michael J. & Nancy H. Koor Foundation Charitable Remainder Annuity
JWA Charitable Remainder Trust
Sheryl Schroden’s Charitable Gift Annuity
Fred W. & Norma G. Silverstein Charitable Remainder Unitrust

**UNRESTRICTED GIFTS APPROXIMATE VALUE SEPTEMBER 1, 2017: $1,400,000**

Unrestricted gifts made to The Foundation through bequests or during the donor’s lifetime are those not designated for a specific purpose. These gifts provide The Foundation with the most flexibility.

Estate of Harvey Achter
Estate of the Americas
Alan Berninstein, Jr.

Estate of Nathan Chaiset
Estate of Ninaelle Clark
Estate of David J. Cohen
Pincus & Gloria Cohen
Estate of Samuel Ellen
Abie Finkbinder
Estate of Marvin Faierman
Estate of Hyman B. Freuen
Estate of Joseph Goldstein
Estate of Hyman Greenbaum
Estate of Muriel Guest
Rochelle & Robert Gutin
Estate of Paul Hoch
Estate of Harold M. Hecker
Estate of Joseph Hayman
Arthur & Susan Kaufman
Estate of Irwin Levin
Ted & Tilla Levinson
Estate of William F. Liveston
Estate of Clara Levinson
Estate of Abe & Lee Levine
Tobit & Nancy Levinsohn
Estate of Philip Liebshutz
Estate of Elmer Louis
Estate of Arthur M. Lowenthal
Estate of Montdal Lucie
Estate of Sam Malina
Estate of Richard H. Marks
Richard A. Markus
Habel Family Foundation
Estate of Charlotte Back Matzendorf
Bernard Newman, Trust
Estate of Anna May Eisenberg
Estate of Rose Reizen
Estate of Helen Rothchild
Irving & Eugenia Ruderman
Estate of Aaron S. Ruderman
Estate of Mr. & Mrs. Samuel S. Ruppin
Irving & Eugenia Ruderman
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LIFE INSURANCE
APPROXIMATE VALUE
SEPT. 1, 2017: $4,100,000
With a gift of life insurance, the donor designates The Foundation as a beneficiary of either a new or existing life insurance policy.

Cortland L. Brovitz
Beth Bruner
Leatrice Crane
Alan Feldstein
Blanche Fender
Laurie Fine
Douglas Futerman
Ellis & Peggy Futerman
Ann Carol Goldberg
Paul Goldberg
Sherry Goldenstein
Ellen Hegerberg
Sara T. Lanstein
Brenda Moss
Lewis Norry
Don Ornus
Randy Schuster
Fred Silverstein
Arthur & Dorothy Stone
Linda Cornell Weinstein
Lorraine P. Welch

BEQUESTS
A bequest in a will or trust enables the donor to plan for a future gift to support the Federation and other causes, programs, agencies or organizations.

Anonymous
Bess Abramson
Harry Aaron
Catherine Alderman
Harry Ames
Charles August
Willard C. Bennett
Jean Berman
Rabbi Philip Bernsaint
Edward Bremerman
Sara Bridge
Shirley Burris
Dorothy Byer
Sylvia Byer
Aaron Calender
Jean Carr
Nathan Chast
Minette Clark
David J. Cohen
Clara S. Cohen
Jack Cohen
Louise Cohen
Maurice Cornell
Robert Davis
J. Lorrie Davis
Norton Davis
Loss DeCosta

Murray DeLateur
Isabelle Diamond
Helene Drubin
Aaron Edan
Jacqueline Eissensat
Samuel Ellen
Abe & Gertrude Feldman
Rosalind Fisher
Harvin Fishman
Jean Frankenstein
Ben Freedman
Hyman B. Freeman
Irving Germano
Hannah Glazer
Daisy Goldstein
Donald A. Goldman
Maurice Goldstein
Earl Goldstein
Joseph Goldstein
Louis A. Goldstein & Mildred Goldstein
Betty Green
Samuel Greenberg
Elia P. Greene
Gertrude Greenspan
Freda Gupp
Harman Handelman
Paula Hecht
Manta Hess
Joseph Heyman
Margaret Howard
Celia Jaffe
Miriam Kassick
Margot Keibel
Irving Kassler
Aaron Kowars
Jenne Levi Koral
Eleanor Kras
Ruth
Carl Lasky
Helen Garnour Levine
Mildred Lazarus
Ruth Lazarus
Minna C. Lea
Inez Levine
Louis Levine
Mildred Levine
William J. Levine
William Leichtstein
Clara Levinson
Philip Libishutz
Alice Lipsitz
Joseph London
Elmer Louis
Arthur E. Lowenthal
Arthur M. Lowenthal
Montechai Lurie
Sam Malina
Ruth Margolis
Bernard & Phyllis Masing
Louis Mason & Leah Mason
Dorothy Mason
Mabel Messinger & Barbara Messinger
Charlotte Beck Metzendorf

Alice Miller
Milton Min
Molly Neiwert
Dan Neuberger
Bernard Neumark
J. Emmett O’Brien
Irwin Olsen
William & Nora Onness
Henry & Lisa Oden
Ben Overbush
Milton Paul
Evelyn & Hyman Phillips
Alice Plotnik
Rose Rosner.
Rose Marcus Presberg
Laverne Raphael
Roxie Reikin
Shirley Rock
Edna Rosenthal
Yolks & David Rosenthal
Helene Rothschild
Rose Saltzberg
Evelyn Schner
eugene Schrom
Belle Schuster
Celia Schwartz
Ruth Schwartz
Sharon Nancy Salitman
Yatta Shank
Dina Shapira
Julia Shapiro
Mildred Silver
Joseph Silverstein
Lillian Silverstein
Pauline Simon
Agnes Sodin
Dr. Phoebe Sodin
Belle Steiner
Alice Stein
Sarah Stadtf
Florence Sturman
Leah Sturman
Harry Suyskin
Heinrich Szauberg
Milton & Harriet Talmatbaum
Gertrude Taylor
Philip Teicher
Betty Truf
Marion Wakes
Erwin Wallach
Susan Weln
Annette Weinstein
Doris Weisstein
Jeanette Weiss
Adelle Wexberg
Gertrude Wilsner
Eliat Winters
Jacob Wissman
Rose Witeck

+Created, all or in part, as a Permanent Annual Campaign Endowment (PACE)

On the “Journey for Identity” with Partnership2Gether teens from Modi’in, Israel, the group bonded in Rochester over experiences like a trip to Niagara Falls before heading to Poland and Israel.
The Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester continues to welcome, respect and value the participation of all people including interfaith families, people of all abilities, religious practices, backgrounds, sexual orientation, gender identity, race and social-economic status.
Volunteers in our Rochester Jewish Coalition for Literacy help young students in Rochester City Schools learn to love reading, with generous support from Manning & Napier.